Ulf Merbold - European Space Pioneer
More than 30 years ago Ulf Merbold flew into space as the first West German. That was in 1983, at
the maiden flight of the European space laboratory "Spacelab" called the “First Spacelab Payload”
(FSLP, SL-E1) mission. And he was the first foreigner on board a US spaceship ever. "Relieved and
happy," he was then to have been chosen from more than 2,000 applicants, says Merbold who on June
20, 2016 celebrated his 75 birthday.
There were more “firsts” in his career:
-

1992 first European participating in an international spacelab mission (IML, STS-42

-

1994 first European with the experience of having flown on US (SL-E1, STS-42) and Russian
space vehicles (Soyuz TM-20, TM-19 for landing) and worked in the Spacelab and the
Russian MIR space station.

-

1995 first Astronaut to be appointed as Chief of the ESA Astronaut Training Center (EAC)
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Ulf Merbold was instrumental for DLR’s German
Space Operations Center (GSOC) in Oberpfaffenhofen
to finally achieve the status of the ESA’s Columbus
Control Center (Col-CC). During the D-1 mission in
1985 Ulf Merbold acted as Payload Operations
Coordinator at the Payload Operation Control Centre
(POCC) at GSOC, this was the first time NASA
accepted payload operations to be conducted from
outside (remotely) a NASA center. During the mission
and as aerospace “aficionado”, the Bavarian minister
president Franz Josef Strauss visited the control center
and followed the mission closely directly from a
control room console together with Ulf Merbold. He
was so impressed after talking to Ulf and the
Astronauts onboard that he promised on the spot to
inspire his Minister of Economics to grant an
investment of approximately DM 20Mio to put DLR
in the role of an European human spaceflight center –
like the NASA center at Houston/Texas.
The investment program was subsequently announced
on November 5th 1985.
The construction of the “Manned Spacelaboratories
Control Center” (MSCC) was started on April 4th
1989 and finally became the ESA Columbus Control
Center (Col-CC) for human spaceflight operations of
the International Space Station (ISS).

As homage to Ulf Merbold the “historical” article by Linda Hawkins TVTIMES MAGAZINE (Nov
28th -8th Dec 1981) is reprinted – it recreates the enthusiasm and expectations connected with Ulf’s
first flight: “EUROPAN SPACEMAN – forget Flash Gordon, forget Dan Dare it’s Ulf Merbold”

